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Hybrid Within a Hybrid: Integrating Academic Success in Upper-Level Capstone Courses 

  
 Why Capstone Courses in General? 

 
Traditionally capstone courses have been used to take the knowledge that students have gained in earlier courses in law school 
and apply it on an advanced level within a combination of legal subjects.  Many law schools employ capstone courses in the 
upper-level curricula to build on foundational knowledge and skills, and either sharpen previous learning or advance new 
learning on a previously-seen subject.  These courses frequently tie together theory and doctrines from separate legal concepts, 
often illuminating the overlap amongst subject areas that law school courses tend to artificially compartmentalize.  Across higher 
education, capstone courses are generally used as a culmination of the educational experience within a degree program. 
 
Examples of capstone courses in law school curricula nationwide include:      
 
Dispute Resolution 
Commercial Real Estate Transactions 
Domestic Relations 
Small Business Planning 
Remedies 
Products Liability 
Estate Tax 

Environmental Law 
Domestic Violence 
Health Law 
Family Law 
Special Education 
White Collar Crime 
Mass Torts 

 
Many of these courses enable skills development and experiential learning as well.  Often such courses are infused with the 
reinforcement of either simulated or clinical professional experiences to add acquisition of practical legal skills by students.  
The potential of capstones, in this way, have engendered much discussion by legal educators and professionals on how 
capstones can be used to further the principles highlighted in Carnegie, MacCrate, and Best Practices.  In addition, even more 
recently, capstones have been seen partly as solutions to the discussion regarding the state of legal education and the urge by 
the legal profession to expect “practice-ready” graduates. 
 

 Where Do They Best Fit for Academic Support? 
 
Based on the above, many law schools have built capstones in their late upper-division curricula. They are often meant to be 
a bridge between the study of law and the legal profession.  This idea is consistent with how capstones are treated across 
higher education, in other graduate degree programs, as both a moment of culmination of learning and/or as a moment of 
reflexivity and assessment.  Ideally, students should have some foundational coursework done on many of the areas of law 
taught in capstone courses so that both moments are captured and utilized to maximize the impact of the curricula.   
 
The assessment piece places capstones well for upper-level academic support courses and bar support programs.  In theory, 
as doctrines in a capstone courses are familiar ones that students might have encountered previously, capstones can serve as 
an in-depth review and advanced furtherance of prior knowledge.  In addition, as “shorthand” might exist for the doctrine 
because of student familiarity, classes can spend more time engaged in course work dealing with legal analysis, 
communication skills, advocacy skills, bar testing, and other skills that embed academic support instruction.  An instructor 
leading a capstone course can almost hinge the course on academic support instruction and allow the capstone doctrines to 
support the course work.   
 

 How Do Law Teachers Design Capstone Courses that Integrates ASP? 
 
This workshop combines both the practices underlined in Teaching Law by Design (co-authored by Michael Hunter 
Schwartz, Sophie Sparrow, and Gerald Hess) in course design and the principles within Jerome Bruner’s spiral learning 
theory in order to plan an effective capstone course in the upper-level curriculum that incorporates academic support 
learning.   
 
In essence, since a capstone course should also be “like any other good, effective course” in that the design and execution of 
the course should be one that maximizes and advances particular goals in student learning and is reflective of good teaching, 
some underlying principles regarding effective course design bleed into the realm of capstone course design.   
 
Below is a checklist reproduced from Teaching Law by Design.   
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Course Design Checklist: 
 Determine what you want students to know, value, and be able to do 

 Figure out who your students are 

 Decide how you will assess students and draft assessments 

 Choose texts 

 Design each part of the course 

 Design the course as a whole 

 Create a syllabus that 

 Provides the basic information students need and addresses all the issues that reasonably 
might arise in class;  

 Engages students; 

 Communicates high expectations; 

 Includes challenging and appropriate reading and problem‐solving assignments 

 Paces the course carefully to make sure the course has an engaging opening and an effective 
closing and avoids the end‐of‐semester rush; and  

 Devotes instructional time to problem‐solving instruction and experiences. 

 Create a course webpage (if you have decided to have one) 

 Implement your design 

 Evaluate your design 
 

Because relevancy and context are important aspect of effective learning, this workshop on capstone course design with 
integrated academic support also draws on the learning theories developed by Jerome Bruner.  I have included an article by 
Bruner that delineates the steps in which relevancy is established and then furthered for learning that takes place on a larger, 
more profound level for students.  Although much of Bruner’s work has been on the education of children, the underlying 
theme of his work deal with cognitive growth that engages basic human capabilities within a context where the aim of 
education is to create autonomous learners.   Specifically, the goal of his spiral learning curriculum is to inspire learning of 
complex ideas by first teaching on a simplified level initially, and then re-visiting at more complex levels later on. Therefore, 
subjects would be taught at levels of gradually-increased difficultly (hence the spiral analogy).  Ideally teaching this way 
should lead to learners being able to solve problems by themselves.  This idea has significant application to law school 
learning—particularly as much of the legal profession and legal education demands autonomous learning.   

Below, I have outlined the four stages of Bruner’s learning theory here: 

 

Relevance 
 Where dissemination of new information is through a learning situation that is within an already-existing 

context of familiarity.   
Discovery   

 The dissemination of this new information creates a moment of discovery.   
Narrative   

 The moment of discovery builds on the already-existing narrative.   
Questioning   

 This discovery building upon an already-existing narrative leads to questions that push the enquiry into 
problem-solving. 

 
A course for virtually any salient combination of legal doctrine for a capstone that highlights academic support skills can be 
built effectively using this spiral curriculum structure.  
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